
A God 1181 

Chapter 1181: Presided over by Ogoe Kokushuwa 9 Jiang 

Infernal Building, a grand celebration is being held at the moment. 

Celebrate the "Jiujiang Master" as the "Hall Master". 

The residence of the ruler of Jiujiang has become more resplendent and magnificent. 

At this moment, all forces from the entire Wujian Building and even originating from the mainland are 

gathered. 

The masters of chaos, even the aloof **** kings, all came to congratulate this most evil genius in the 

history of Infernal Building. 

Yuan Zu and Luo Feng are members of Wu Jian Lou. 

Chapter 1182: what do you think of my daughter 

At the gate of the palace, the arrival of God King Goujian and several God Kings from Dayue Kingdom 

attracted everyone's attention. 

"The King of Dayue, he has actually arrived in person." The eyes of some **** kings showed surprise. 

This is so rare! 

There are practitioners from the Origin Continent gathered here, and there are hundreds of **** kings! 

Although they are almost all incarnations of divine power, clones, etc., this scene is already very 

shocking. 

Normally, the 

Chapter 1183: I reject 

The Infernal Building, the place of the Void Tower. 

"Goujian is here." The master Wujian in the Void Tower looked somewhere. 

"For Jie Xin Ling?" She had some guesses in her mind. 

There is a trace of pondering on the face of Wu Jian, she has an extraordinary background, inherited the 

legacy of the mysterious treasure "Void Tower", and easily stands at the top of this world. 

But also because of this, she was trapped in the last step of the second floor. 

Although there is a "void tower", 

Chapter 1184: Reincarnation of Wang Yi 

The speculation of King Goujian, the king of Dayue, is not unreasonable, and Wang Yi also thinks so. 

But it's just a guess, what the real situation is, unless you see the peerless genius of Jieshan Palace who 

disappeared in the years, you can only guess. 
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But the King of Dayue said later. "I remember that peerless genius from Jieshan Palace, he seemed to be 

walking the way of the world." 

"The way of the world?" Wang Yi was puzzled. 

The King of Dayue explained. 

practicing 

Chapter 1185: Eternal Jiexin Continent 

"Jiujiang, when are you going to Jiexin Continent?" Just as the King of Dayue left, the owner of Wujian 

came to ask. 

There are various types of practitioners. Some are selfish, and some believe in absolute law of the 

jungle. Some are as lonely and withdrawn as the master Wujian, who have been in seclusion for a long 

time, and care more about their own cultivation strength! 

Wang Yi is different. He acts according to his own will and has his own principles, but he is not pedantic. 

"Teacher, I will prepare right away." Wang Yi replied, he was grateful 

Chapter 1186: Xia couple 

"This is the infinite chaotic source space outside the source world? It feels so scary." 

Wang Yi could barely feel the ubiquitous terror in the outside world. 

It's like putting a shrimp in the water on the endless boiling magma lake, it's extremely terrifying. 

Wang Yi felt 'great fear', that higher level mysterious space is definitely not something that he can set 

foot in now. 

The weaker cosmic gods can't survive outside the chaotic source space, that is, the ultimate state 

Chapter 1187: Sign in from the womb 

In a house in the vast city, a woman in blue with a distended belly complained to another man. 

"Brother Ji He, you shouldn't have agreed to that Gongsun Wuchang in the first place." 

Xia Jihe sighed. "I don't know. I am a captain of the city guard army, and Gongsun Wuchang is my 

subordinate. You also know that we often go out to socialize and drink, and we have a good friendship. 

When he opened his mouth to marry my future child, I also drank more, thought he was joking 

Chapter 1188: Phaseless Fire Demon 

"I guess I'm the first one to sign in since the mother's womb?" Wang Yi was stunned for a moment, then 

laughed inwardly. 

Then shift your consciousness to the panel, and read the message of "Phaseless Fire Demon". 
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"Phaseless Fire Demon", whose body is a puppet of flame life, can change in countless ways at the same 

time, and is very good at changing disguises, even reaching a level that is difficult for the universe **** 

to see through. 

Loyal to the master, as a puppet, if the master wants it to die, it will die 

Chapter 1189: Play out of routine 

Many days passed, and Wang Yi quickly discovered that the supreme rules of Jiexin Continent were 

completely different from where he came from, and the mysteries of many rules under the supreme 

rules had also changed drastically. 

However, he has already been mentally prepared, and he is not worried, because different paths lead to 

the same goal. Although the mysteries are different, many structures are the same. There are also 

supreme rules, cosmic rules, and chaotic level rules... With his own accumulation, he is still sure to 

practice. 

And it's also a grind, 

Chapter 1190: My family has a son Xia Yunhe 

Eight Rivers City, the city guard station in the city. 

"Where is Captain Xia, isn't he leading someone on duty today? Why didn't he see anyone else?" A 

group of True God soldiers gathered in the corner to talk. 

"His wife gave birth, and he just rushed back." A soldier who knew the situation said. 

"Captain Xia's child is finally born." Immediately, these soldiers became interested. Of course, they were 

interested in another thing. 

"I heard that Captain Xia 
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